Mesodermal cell interactions in the sea urchin embryo: properties of skeletogenic secondary mesenchyme cells.
An interaction between the two principal populations of mesodermal cells in the sea urchin embryo, primary and secondary mesenchyme cells (PMCs and SMCs, respectively), regulates SMC fates and the process of skeletogenesis. In the undisturbed embryo, skeletal elements are produced exclusively by PMCs. Certain SMCs also have the ability to express a skeletogenic phenotype; however, signals transmitted by the PMCs direct these cells into alternative developmental pathways. In this study, a combination of fluorescent cell-labeling methods, embryo microsurgery and cell-specific molecular markers have been used to study the lineage, numbers, normal fate(s) and developmental potential of the skeletogenic SMCs. Previous fate-mapping studies have shown that SMCs are derived from the veg2 layer of blastomeres of the 64-cell-stage embryo and from the small micromeres. By specifically labeling the small micromeres with 5-bromodeoxyuridine, we demonstrate that descendants of these cells do not participate in skeletogenesis in PMC-depleted larvae, even though they are the closest lineal relatives of PMCs. Skeletogenic SMCs are therefore derived exclusively from the veg2 blastomeres. Because the SMCs are a heterogeneous population of cells, we have sought to gain information concerning the normal fate(s) of skeletogenic SMCs by determining whether specific cell types are reduced or absent in PMC(-) larvae. Of the four known SMC derivatives: pigment cells, blastocoelar (basal) cells, muscle cells and coelomic pouch cells, only pigment cells show a major reduction (> 50%) in number following SMC skeletogenesis. We therefore propose that the PMC-derived signal regulates a developmental switch, directing SMCs to adopt a pigment cell phenotype instead of a default (skeletogenic) fate. Ablation of SMCs at the late gastrula stage does not result in the recruitment of any additional skeletogenic cells, demonstrating that, by this stage, the number of SMCs with skeletogenic potential is restricted to 60-70 cells. Previous studies showed that during their switch to a skeletogenic fate, SMCs alter their migratory behavior and cell surface properties. In this study, we demonstrate that during conversion, SMCs become insensitive to the PMC-derived signal, while at the same time they acquire PMC-specific signaling properties.